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Band: Rezet (D)  

Genre: Thrash Metal 

Label: Mighty Music 

Albumtitle: Reality Is A Lie 

Duration: 59:32 

Releasedate: 27.05.2016 

 

Rezet from northern Germany will release their third studio album on May 27th at their label Mighty Music. I know 

the guys since I got the tape from Rezet back in their debut year. I wondered how they would sound in 2016 – that's 

why I gladly wanted to listen to "Reality Is A Lie". 

 

The essential things for the new production and the band itself are these points: gorgeous "hacking" guitars, 

impelling drums and rough, acrid vocals. Many solos and interludes mellow the songwriting and bring a very cool 

variation into the songs. Compared to the preceding albums, the guys from Rezet are more virtuosic and diversified 

now. I claim they don't play only Thrash Metal, they also drift off into classic Metal as you can hear in "Breaking The 

Chains". Thumbs and devil horns up for that!  

 

With the title "Dead City", a cover song and all-time-classic from Violent Force is also represented on this new 

album. I picked my favourite songs in the recommendations below but a real bad song is not represented on this CD. 

The band also knows how to play emotional dreamy songs. They prove it impressively on the track "Lost". The song 

starts as a sheer instrumental with some playful acoustic guitar riffs and solos and build up bit by bit. Only after two 

and a half minutes the song starts really in a midtempo beat. 

 

Conclusion:  

"Reality Is A Lie" offers a very technical and varied Metal style, which can be found in the Thrash and also in the 

Heavy Metal genres. Rezet succeed a greatly increase comparing to their early days. It shows that the guys improved 

in composing and sound progressing on the album. Contemporary, Rezet create more pressure and pour forward 

with highspeed. The guys from northern Germany unchain a massive and well-made third album on the Metal scene! 

 

Recommendations: Reality Is A Lie, Checkmate (War Is Hell), Fight For Your Life 

 

Rating: 8,5/10 

 

Weblinks: http://www.REZET.de , https://www.facebook.com/rezetband/ 

 

Lineup: 

 

Ricky Wagner - Vocals/Guitars 

Thorben Schulz – Guitars/Back-Up Vocals  

Lucas Grümmert – Bass/Back-Up Vocals  

Bastian Santen – Drums 
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Tracklist: 

 

01. Reality Is A Lie 

02. Madmen  

03. Dying By The States  

04. Dead City  

05. Cannibal's Revenge  

06. Breaking The Chains  

07. Checkmate (War Is Hell)  

08. Too Smart To Live  

09. Worm In The Core  

10. Lost  

11. Fight For Your Life 

12. Like A Wolf 

 

Author: Blacky / Translator: Cha Lee 


